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WE THE PEOPLE
CLIENT: Amplifier Foundation
PROJECT: Collaborated with the
Amplifier Foundation and renowned
street artist Shepard Fairey by
providing the photography that the
“We The People” campaign of antihate images would be based on.
22,840 people pledged $1,365,105
to support this project on Kickstarter
with the artwork ending up as full
page ads in the Washington Post and
New York Times to start the public arts
campaign.
ROLE: Art Direction • Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Illustration: Shepard Fairey
Model: Munira Ahmed
Photo Assistant: April Pabon
Content: Mark Gonzalez
Project Management: Cleo Barnett

NOOR VITAMINS
CLIENT: Noor Vitamins
PROJECT: Concept development,
art direction and photography
of marketing materials for Noor
pharmaceuticals new product line
of all natural vitamins
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography • Video
Production • Video Edit
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Graphic Design: Peter Gould
Photo Assistant: Michelle Pujols
Photo Assistant: Ala Yaktieen

SCARS & SMILES
CLIENT: Islamic Relief USA
PROJECT: Field photography and video
over 8 years in 22 countries around
the world documenting humanitarian
crisis and disasters as well as
development projects. The title “Scars
and Smiles” was showing both sides
of the coin, the despair/pain with
hope. The stories and photos would be
used on all print and web collateral as
well as being presented in a touring
show that displayed the images in an
IMAX theater all while musicians and
performers represented each of the
regions and peoples affected.
ROLE: Creative Direction • Art Direction
• Photography • Event Planning •
Public Speaking
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Event Planner: Said Durrah
Content Writer: Reem ElKhatib
Content Writer: Nada Shawish

25TH ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGN
CLIENT: Islamic Relief USA
PROJECT: Organized and chair IRUSA’s
25th Anniversary campaign. The aim
was to document the organization’s 25
years of work including interviewing
founders and creating video series
and print collateral to preserve and
share the history as well as celebrate
the past and look forward to the future
with 2 large scale galas at years end.
ROLE: Campaign Management •
Creative Direction • Art Direction •
Event Production
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Project Coordinator: Michaela Schrum
Event Planner: Christi Rich
Content Writer: Chancey Gannett
Content Writer: Tarek Jones
Graphic Design: Ali Hussain
Graphic Design: Faridah Adam
Video Edit: Fareeha Amir

25TH ANNIVERSARY MOBILE BOOTH
CLIENT: Islamic Relief USA
PROJECT: Develop, create and manage
a mobile booth that showcases
the organization’s 25 years of
humanitarian work.
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photo Edit • Project/
Campaign Management
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Bus Conversion: Evolution Custom
Project Coordinator: Michaela Schrum
Content Writer: Kelly Yakub
Graphic Design: Ali Hussain
Video Edit: Peter Gonzalez

MY WINTER / THEIR WINTER
CLIENT: Islamic Relief USA
PROJECT: Using striking imagery
to contrast how winter affects
those who are prepared
vs. how it affects those in
refugee camps and displaced
populations for a national
advertising campaign.
ROLE: Concept Development
• Photography • Video
Production • Video Edit
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Make Up: Tamana Yousefi
Production Assistant: Brian
Dodge
Production Assistant: Fareeha
Amir

30 DAYS / 30 FACES
CLIENT: Islamic Relief USA
PROJECT: This photography and
story series was to capture the
diversity of American Muslims
by highlighting the traditions
and foods of 30 countries that
Islamic Relief USA distributes food
packages to.
ROLE: Concept Development •
Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Writing: Chancey Gannett
Production Assistant: Brian Dodge

PARTNERSHIP MAGAZINE

year of emergencies

a vision of hope

A

CLIENT: Islamic Relief USA
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PROJECT: Produce an annual
organizational magazine that will
articulate IRUSA’s program, projects
and tell the stories of the beneficiaries.
This magazine was written,
photographed and designed completely
by the in house creative team.
ROLE: Editor In Chief • Art Direction •
Photo Editing • Photography • Design •
Pre Press • Direct Mail
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Content Writer: Chancey Gannett
Content Writer: Lina Hashem
Content Writer: Nada Shawish
Illustration: Jaha Haque
Graphic Design: Ali Hussain
Graphic Design: Ala Yaktieen
Photography: Fareeha Amir

Shamsa was born blind. Her brother and one
of her sisters are also blind, which left their
mother and older sister struggling to feed the
family on about 10 cents a day they earned
folding thousands of little envelopes out of
old magazines.

oF HoPE
Shamsa Tanveer is 7 years old.
When she was very young her

Shamsa is now sponsored by Islamic Relief’s
orphan sponsorship program, and a new world
has opened for her. In addition to receiving food,
clothes and medical care, she is now attending
school, where she has learned to read Braille.

father died of a heart attack; but her

children are the most vulnerable in
communities where poverty, disease,
conflict and violence are rampant. So
many children around the world are left
to fend for themselves, and unfortunately,
too many become victims of the world’s
dangers—things that we safeguard our
own children from every day.

struggles began even before that…

Not only has Shamsa benefited from the
sponsorship, but also her entire family as the
daily pressure of providing the next meal has
been eased from Shamsa’s mother.

INTRO
SPREAD

Islamic Relief’s orphan sponsorship programme
currently supports over 25,000 children like
Shamsa, providing an opportunity to grow
and prosper.

we can help keep children out of danger.
we can help prevent disease, get children
proper nutrition and care, and ensure
they have a good education. Solutions
are possible. when children are given the
right tools, care, and opportunities, they
can live and grow with dignity and realize
their full potential.

Shamsa, Age 7
Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Shamsa’s favourite subject is English. As she
leans over her Islamic studies book, her fingers
trail lightly across the page and the sounds come
gently from her mouth: “Bismillah al-Rahman alRaheem …”

ABoVE: young boy waiting for his turn at the water pump in
Siliga camp in Mogadishu, Somalia.
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WORKING TOGETHER

year of emergencies

egypt

NEPAL

“O mankind,
indeed We have created you from
male and female and made you
peoples and tribes that you may
know one another.”

SOUTH SUDAN

—Quran, 49:13

Millions of tourists each year travel to the Great Pyramid in Giza, Cairo. Once
there, a family of four spends 240 Egyptian pounds—about $40—to enter the
site to soak up history for a few hours.
UNITED STATES

About an hour south of the pyramids, in Ayyat,
Umm Hilmi had less than that amount of money
each month—all month. It had to pay for all
expenses for five family members.

When Islamic Relief came across Umm Hilmi,
she had no food in the house, and no money to
buy any. Islamic Relief workers handed Umm
Hilmi one of the boxes of food, and her face lit up
with excitement.

And then a political uprising in early 2011 brought
Egypt’s economy to a virtual standstill and
living conditions for Umm Hilmi and many other
Egyptians became even worse. Shops closed
and trucks could not get through streets to
deliver food. As supplies dwindled, prices rose.
Tourists went home, and so did foreign investors.
Unemployment skyrocketed in towns like Ayyat.

CEO Anwar Khan and other Muslim leaders meet the Dalai Lama in Washington, D.C.

At Islamic Relief USA, race, religion and ethnicity don’t matter—if you need help, we want to
help you, and if you want to help others, we want to work with you. From the United States to
Nepal to South Sudan, we’re working together with a wide range of partners, to help anyone in
need. All of God’s people are our sisters and brothers in humanity.

“We thank Allah (swt) for everything Islamic Relief
has provided,” Umm Hilmi said as she handed
her children rice, lentils, oil and pasta to put away.

‘IT SHOWS THAT SOME MUSLIMS CARE’

ISLAMIC RELIEF WORKER SERVES DISPLACED CHRISTIANS IN IRAQ

In many parts of Egypt, where poverty and
unemployment are chronically high, the upheaval
endangered the survival of many families like
Umm Hilmi’s—people who had already been
living on the edge. Islamic Relief launched new
programs to help. First, a food distribution
provided two months’ worth of food to 2,000
of the most impoverished families. Then a new
family sponsorship program was launched
to provide comprehensive care for additional
families, providing them with food, health care
and education.

“Islamic Relief has
helped give us hope for
the children’s future.
Thank you.”
– Umm Hilmi

It was the middle of the night, and Catherine* woke up to the sounds of chaos outside her home in
Qaraqosh, Iraq. It was fighters from the so-called Islamic State, and Catherine and her family were
Christian—and in grave danger.
Terrified, her family joined thousands of others on the roads, driving away from their town in the cover of
the darkness. They left behind their homes, their greenhouses, their livestock.
Now, her family is scattered throughout the Iraqi Kurdish region. Her brother and his family are living in a
tent in a church’s courtyard in Erbil. Her mother and extended family rent a room in a house shared with
four other families two hours away in Sulaymania. Her father passed away just weeks ago, his health
deteriorating rapidly after their displacement. Mourning him, Linda dresses head to toe in black.
Linda lives in Erbil, where she works at the Islamic Relief office. She speaks Arabic, English and
Syriac Aramaic and understands Kurdish, and she has been instrumental in facilitating Islamic Relief’s
outreach to the displaced Christian community in Erbil. Throughout summer 2015, Islamic Relief USA is
supporting 900 families in the Erbil region with monthly packages of food and basic home necessities
like soaps, detergent, toothpaste and feminine hygiene items. At least 200 of these families are part of
the persecuted Iraqi Christian community.
* Name changed for security

The first distribution was May 7 at the Syriac
Catholic Church. Catherine registered family after
family—collecting names, thumb prints, family
size, original neighborhood, current neighborhood
and date of displacement. By the end of the day,
200 families had received food and hygiene items.
Afterward, Catherine—normally cheerful—was
quiet.
“Today I saw many old faces,” she said. “My fourth
grade teacher, a childhood friend, the shopkeeper
I used to buy ice cream from. I can’t believe how
many of us have lost everything.

“I HOPE ISLAMIC RELIEF USA
UNDERSTANDS HOW IMPORTANT THEIR
ATTENTION IS TO US RIGHT NOW, HOW IT
SHOWS THAT SOME MUSLIMS CARE …
PLEASE DON’T FORGET US.”

IRAQ

Laura McAdams
irusa.org
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WORKING TOGETHER FOR OUR SPIRIT
Humans are fragile.
A lack of vitamin A can cause blindness;
a lack of vitamin C, scurvy. A cut
opens a pathway to staph infections
and blood poisoning. Pesticides can
cause cancer, and too much sugar can
make us fat and lazy. Neuroplasticity
tells us that the things we look at and
ponder can change the way we think
and how we perceive ourselves. Our
emotional health is subject to childhood
experiences and adult trauma.
Armed with both knowledge and fear,
modern people seek organic food,
disinfectant gels, healthy “screen time”
and therapy to find health and strength
in dealing with modern life.
But what of spiritual fragility? As days
come and go with missed prayers,
as our relationships strain under the
weight of modern life, and as we grow
bitter in the face of oppression, injustice
and the stuff that does not make sense,
what is happening to our spirit?
The spirit, or ruh, is the “holder of the
spiritual heart,” according to Imam
Ghazali, “the metaphor of which is a
lamp from which the body lives in its
overflowing light.” A weakened spirit,
then, causes a dampened and saddened
self. Spiritual exhaustion is real.
Ramadan comes like the proverbial
knight in shining armor, riding forth
through the darkness and despair to
whisk us up and out of the darkening
corners of our souls. For 11 months
of every year we focus on our physical
health, our material well-being, and
our worldly matters—and in this one
month of Ramadan, we focus on our
spiritual selves.
The Quran tells us that Ramadan
is “to obtain taqwa” (2:183), or in

THE MONTH OF SPIRITUAL REPAIR

another translation “learn piety and
goodness”—we are told that even
if fasting is difficult and we have a
choice to break our fast or not, “it is
better for you that ye fast, if ye only
knew” (2:184). The Prophet (PBUH)
said, “The five (daily) prayers, and from
one Friday prayer to the next, and from
Ramadan to Ramadan are expiation for
sins committed in between, provided
one stays away from the major sins”
(Al-Bukhari).
Our hearts and souls have been
withered into weakness the past 11
months. The fasting and praying of
Ramadan can revive us. As our bodies
grow weak, our spirits grow stronger
and healthier. The removal of a full
year’s sin is no small feat, and as
they are peeled off one after another,
our souls connect more deeply to the
Divine, feel lighter, and begin to grow
stronger.
Indeed Ramadan is a guaranteed
Godsend. It comes for one month a year
to give our spirits and hearts rest, relief,
nutrition and healing. Fasting alone can
revive a deadened heart. Our Prophet
(PBUH) tells us that “Whoever fasts
during Ramadan out of sincere faith
and hoping to attain Allah’s rewards,
then all his past sins will be forgiven.”
And certainly it is our past wrongs that
weigh heavily on our spirit.
But there is more. Ramadan is
opportunity. A man came to Abu Hanifa
(God’s blessing be upon him) and asked
him when the fast begins. Abu Hanifa
said, “When fajr arrives.” The man,
seemingly confused, asked, “And what
if the middle of the night comes.” Abu
Hanifa, with a thunderous answer, tells
us all what the nights of Ramadan are
for: “Stand up (in prayer) O feeble one!”
And with that he reminds us that the
nourishment of the spirit in Ramadan
is not just found in denying ourselves
food for the body. It is a month of
nightly prayers, of recitation of Quran,

and of charitable giving.
The extra prayers of Ramadan further
the sin-removal process. Much like
spot remover in the laundry, the
taraweeh prayers scrub away at the
stubborn sins of a lifetime. The Prophet
(PBUH) said, “Whoever stands (in
prayer) in Ramadan out of faith and in
hope of reward, his previous sins will
be forgiven” (Al-Bukhari and Muslim).
We are experts in what our bodies
need. We know what to eat and what
not to eat. We can wax on for hours
about appropriate exercises for weight
loss, strengthening, and/or flexibility.
We have read many articles about the
negative effects of hormones on our
systems and the dangers of genetically
modified wheat. We plan careful diets
for our children that include natural
yogurt bites and sugarless snacks.
When thinking about our priorities
we always include “me time,” which
generally includes some type of
physical relaxation.
Our knowledge of the spirit is dismal
in comparison. Yet we know a few
things. We know that Ramadan fasting
will uplift us. We know that prayer will
lighten our load and that charity will
enrich us in this life and the next.
As we live the days of this blessed
month, let us remember that it will
disappear for another 11 months,
and hence we need to soak our weary
souls within it. Ramadan is a month of
putting things of this dunya on hold.
Avoid travel and conferences, avoid
optional projects that can wait. Don’t
go on vacation, get married or choose
Ramadan to move house. Take time
to bask in the health of Ramadan. In
a month where sleep is considered
worship (for the fasting person), this is
a month to go deeply within and make
sure the lamp is lit, the battery charged,
and the spirit is ready for another 11
months of drought.

BY ANSE TAMARA GRAY

Anse Tamara Gray is the founder of Rabata, an organization dedicated to promoting
positive cultural change through individual empowerment, spiritual upbringing of women
by women, and the revival of the female voice in scholarship.
IRUSA.ORG
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Refugee camp in Iraq

For the survivors, it’s been five years of living in emergency
mode—living on the edge. Millions of lives, once happy and
successful, are put on hold while families struggle to survive.
Most children are out of school. Children who should be entering
kindergarten this year have never breathed a breath in peace.
Throughout this crisis, alhamdulillah, IRUSA donors have sent
generous humanitarian aid.

IRUSA.ORG

WORKING TOGETHER FOR SYRIA

YEARS
OF
CRISIS
YEARS
OF
CARING

Syrians are now living in poverty—half of them in extreme
poverty. In 2015, about half a million Syrians tried to make it to
Europe, desperate for safety. Thousands died on the way.

WHAT YOU DID:

IRUSA.ORG

Refugee camp in Greece

The emergency in Syria reached a tragic anniversary
this year—five years of crisis. Half of the country
has been displaced from their homes. Four in five

Since 2011, your Syria programs
have now reached over 4 million
people in the following countries:
•
Syria
•
Jordan
•
Lebanon
•
Iraq
•
Turkey
•
Greece
•
Germany
•
Italy
•
Serbia
•
United States
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AID HAS INCLUDED:
•

Food

•

Water

•

Shelter

•

Medical care

•

Winter necessities

•

Household items

•

Bathrooms with showers

•

Heaters

•

Education for refugees

•

Psychosocial support

•

Clothing

Refugees’ home in Jordan

MY PEOPLE OF SYRIA —
I’LL KEEP SHARING YOUR STORIES
by Ridwan Adhami

For five years, I have watched my people lose
their homes and lives to war. For five years, I
have watched as they scattered around the world
in search for safety. From country to country,
refugee camp to refugee camp, year after year.
For five years, in six different countries and in
dozens of camps, I have witnessed first-hand the
effects of war and conflict on the people from the
same nation my mother, grandmother and her
mother were born in—Syria.
I’ve seen my fellow Syrians in Lebanon, living in
makeshift homes—a masjid construction site, a
building boiler room and a leather factory near
the city garbage dump.
In Jordan I saw them in the Zaatari camp as
they tried to survive the dust, dirt and heat of the
desert.
I’ve visited Syrians in Iraqi camps, where some
had gone after being displaced twice—first from
Syria and then from other places in Iraq as their
new host nation became unstable too. Kurdistan

12

School in Turkey

in the north was now the only safe
place they could flee to.
I’ve watched Syrians, Iraqis, and
others risk their lives crossing the
Mediterranean Sea on tiny inflatable
boats that washed up on the shores of
Lesvos, Greece.
I’ve watched Syrians come off the
trains in the rail stations of Germany
as they searched for family who had
made the journey before them.
I’ve seen Syrian children trying to
catch up on their lost educations in
apartment buildings in Turkey.
I’ve seen my people struggle. I’ve
seen my people survive. I’ve seen my
people in too many different places. I
have heard a familiar dialect in corners
of the world where the speaker never
wanted to be. I’ve been warmly
embraced for speaking Syrian Arabic
where it wasn’t expected, a comforting
and painful reminder of home for both
of us.

Refugee camp in Iraq

Refugee camp in Jordan

I wonder how many more years and in how many more places do I need to
visit my people. For as long as they are there, I will keep going, and I will keep
bringing back their stories to the masses. The most common thing I hear, no
matter where I see my people is, “Please let people know what has happened to
us,” “Please remember us in your prayers,” and “Please don’t forget us.”
“Please don’t forget us.”
I won’t, I can’t—your stories and faces are ingrained in my memory forever.
So I ask everyone reading this:
On behalf of all of my people that I have met in Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq,
Greece, Germany and Turkey …
On behalf of the mothers, the fathers, the doctors, the lawyers …
On behalf of the children most of all …
Please do not forget them.
Don’t let our attention fade. Don’t turn away as we cross off another year of their
suffering.

They are counting on us.
13
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FRDM FOR ALL
CLIENT: FRDM Co.
PROJECT: Concept development
and photography of the clothing
line FRDM’s debut look book and
promotional images.
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Shirt Design: Anna Hassan
Producer: Ahmed Odeh
Stylist: Nadia Azmy
Photo Assistant: Lauren Gottschalk

WITHOUT HOPE WITHOUT FEAR
CLIENT: Mottahedan Projects
PROJECT: Advertising concept
development, photography for Dubai
Art Gallery Show “ Without Hope
Without Fear”
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography • Graphic
Design
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Makeup Artist: Aya Yaki
Photo Assistant: Steven James

WITHOUT HOPE
WITHOUT FEAR

MOTTAHEDAN PROJECTS
DUBAI . UAE

RIDZDESIGN.COM

REZA ARAMESH
CARROLL DUNHAM
BARNABY FURNAS
LOTHAR HEMPEL
TALA MADANI
MATTHEW MONAHAN
LARA SCHNITGER
WHITNEY STEINWAY

ISLAMOPHOBIA
CLIENT: Ashgate Publishing
PROJECT: Concept development and photography of
book cover and sleeve for the Ashgate Publishing
book “Islamophobia”
ROLE: Concept Development • Art Direction •
Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Photo Assistant: Fernando Leon
Model: Aden Hakimi

MONKEY BUSINESS
CLIENT: Sneaky Pete
PROJECT: Album concept, art
direction and photography
for recording artist Sneaky
Pete’s debut album “Monkey
Business”
ROLE: Concept Development •
Art Direction • Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Illustration: William Pope
Photo Assistant: April Pabon
Locations: Elsie Aldahondo

366 PHOTO A DAY BOOK
CLIENT: Ridwan Adhami
PROJECT: Take a photograph a day
for an entire year, write reflections
with each photo and post on social
media, launch KickStarter campaign
to fund the print, publish and
distribute a coffee table book of the
full collection.
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography • Writing
• Fundraising • Prepress and
Publishing
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Book Layout: Ala Yaktieen
Editorial: Lina Hashem
Forward Written by: Mustafa Davis

MUSIC VIDEOS
CLIENTS:
Awakening Records
Sony BMG
Iraqafella Records
The Medium
Ruff Ryders Entertainment
Definitive Jux
PROJECTS: Directed music videos for a
wide range of independent and major
label artists totaling in over 5 Million
You Tube views.

NARCY - “HAMDULILLAH”
THE MEDIUM
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 1,608,343

OUTLANDISH - “KEEP THE RECORD ON PLAY”
SONY BMG EUROPE
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 1,358,688

RAEF - “RAMADAN IS HERE”
AWAKENING RECORDS
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 845,847

OUTLANDISH - “LET OFF SOME STEAM”
SONY BMG EUROPE
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 537,401

ROLE: Film Production • Direction •
Cinematography • Video Editing

NARCY - “FLY OVER EGYPT”
THE MEDIUM
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 230,434

NARCY - “FREE”
THE MEDIUM
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 71,987

C RAYZ WALZ - “3 CARD MOLLY”
DEF JUX
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 83,010

C RAYZ WALZ - “BUCK 80”
DEF JUX
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 65,186

ANX - “VOICES IN THE SILENCE”
SAKINAH
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 50,128

QUADIR LATEEF - “QUICKENING ARTS”
RUFF RYDERS RECORDS
YOUTUBE VIEWS = 45,713

NO LABELS
CLIENT: Network Edutainment
Group (NEG)
PROJECT: Album and
marketing concept,
photography and design
for Loj’s debut album “No
Labels”
ROLE: Concept Development •
Art Direction • Photography
• Graphic Design
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Make Up and Typography:
Michelle Pujols
Photo Assistant: April Pabon
Producer: Jeremy O’Brien

THE PROCESS

I DON’T CAMOUFLAGE
CLIENT: Aiko Tanaka
PROJECT: Concept development
and photography of the “I Don’t
Camouflage” youth empowerment
campaign.
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Background Painting: Fernando Leon
Makeup Artist: Miyako Marie Vilmar

THE STATE WE ARE IN
CLIENT: Amal Press
PROJECT: Concept development and photography of
book cover and sleeve for the Amal Press book “The
State We Are In: Identity, Terror and the Law of Jihad”.
ROLE: Concept Development • Art Direction •
Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Photo Assistant: Fernando Leon
Design & Layout: Partners in Print
Model: Waseem Khawaja

THINK DIFFERENTLY
CLIENT: Secret Society Inc.
PROJECT: Concept development
and photography of the Secret
Society’s “Think Differently”
line look book and promotional
images.
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Shirt Design: Fernando Leon
Makeup Artist: Cathrine Solomon
Wardrobe Stylist: Leo Velasquez
Photo Assistant: Lauren Gottschalk
Photo Assistant: Chris Esposito

LEGALLY HOMELESS
CLIENT: Mo Amer
PROJECT: Concept development,
art direction and photography of
marketing materials for comedian
Mo Amer’s one man show “Legally
Homeless”
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Photo Assistant: Lauren Gottschalk
Photo Assistant: Kristin Tsafos

NYIT MOMENTS
CLIENT: New York Institute of
Technology
PROJECT: Video production of TV
and social media commercial
shorts that highlighted each of
the schools and disciplines at
the university using real students
talking about their hopes and
dreams with an education at NYIT.
ROLE: Concept Development • Art
Direction • Photography • Video
Production • Cinematography •
Video Edit
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Producer: Diego Rios
Production Manager: Kim Margin
Production Assistant: Michael Cali

JUNGLE CROOKS
CLIENT: Liberty Studios
PROJECT: Concept Development, art direction, story development
and production of the animated adult themed crime drama comedy
television series “Jungle Crooks.”
ROLE: Concept Development • Art Direction • Story Development
ADDITIONAL CREDITS:
Creator: Roosevelt Davis
Producer: Dante Kaba
Writer: Jeffery Starr
Art Director: William Pope
Character Designer: Michelle Pujols
Concept Artist: Fernando Leon
Special Effects Artist: Eric Epstein
Production Assistant: Maria Cabal

CONCEPTUAL PORTRAIT & COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
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